AK 046
LIGHT RUST WASH

Wash in the AK Interactive range designed to represent rust on vehicles or accessories. It has a light rusty color, which stands out really well on dark greens giving a great realistic matt finish. It is perfect for amphibious or normal vehicles in wet environments. Also great for doing rusting effects on abandoned vehicles.

Perfect to create light rust effects on tow cables and other accessories.

Rust streaks can easily be painted on when used straight from the jar.

When thinned it can be used to paint on light rust stains.

Use it as a wash on tools and equipment to give it a well worn look.

When thinned with AK 011 White Spirit light washes or filters can be applied to mimic light rust effects such a shere shown on a set of spare tracks.

Apply the wash over pigments to achieve more variation in tone.

How to use product guide